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new standards for their market in the areas of pro-

duction and printing. The outstanding quality of the 

books is also reflected in the numerous awards that 

the publishing house has received. Each year, about 

15 new titles are published. 

Not only because of their outstanding success, but 

also their firm conviction, the 12-member team con-

tinues to consistently focus on quality rather than 

quantity. “Just a few titles, with the greatest possible 

care, and with the best minds in the field,” this is the 

guiding principle of the team who work for the three 

publishers. “What we do, we do right.” 

Books published by Becker Joest Volk Verlag are now 

being sold in the United States and Australia. And 

additional licenses are being acquired, for example, in 

Italy, the Netherlands, Denmark, Finland, and China.

After only 12 years, Becker Joest Volk Verlag is 

among the German-language publishing houses 

with the highest sales and ranks number 3 in the 

cookbook market. No other publisher sells more 

books per title in the German-language book market. 

Top sellers include the vegan cookbooks written by 

Attila Hildmann, the number one vegan chef in Ger-

many, with 1.3 million copies sold. 

With myboshi, crocheting has also achieved best-

seller status—over one million books by these iconic 

trendsetters have been sold to date. In just five years, 

the two young entrepreneurs who founded myboshi 

have not only become successful best-selling authors, 

but also Europe’s largest wool retailer.

The publisher’s catalog offers a wide range of exclu-

sive cooking and garden books as well as exquisite 

coffee-table books. The range of topics extends to 

do-it-yourself, health and diet, and photography.

The books published by Becker Joest Volk Verlag 

feature only the highest standards of design, pho-

tography, and text. Time and again, they have set 
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Successor of the best-selling cookbook 
Healthy Cuisine

Proof that a tight schedule and healthy 
living can go together

Recipes by Su Vössing, author of 
Cooking is the Best Medicine
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THE 50 HEALTHIEST 
10-MINUTE RECIPES
 
Author Dr. med. Anne Fleck
Recipes Su Vössing 
approx. 168 pages, approx. 80 photos,  
format 23.5 × 28 cm, (9.3 × 11 inches),
hardcover with dust jacket

EUR 24.95 (D)
ISBN 978-3-95453-103-5, 
DP: May 2016

A healthy diet can be this fast and tasty!

Dr. med. Anne Fleck, renowned nutrition expert 

from Hamburg, and Su Vössing, once Germany’s 

youngest award-winning chef and also the author 

of Cooking is the Best Medicine, have jointly devel-

oped 50 unique recipes that are not only amazingly 

delicious but also very good for your health. The 

fact that all of these dishes can really be prepared in 

only 10 minutes is a great gift for the many people 

who want to eat a healthy and uncomplicated diet 

on a daily basis.

Dr. med. Anne Fleck selected the ingredients for 

this book to be in line with the latest research in the 

field of nutritional medicine so that even eating one 

healthy meal a day is enough to provide your body 

with all of the necessary vitamins, trace elements, 

fatty acids, and phytonutrients. And many of the 

dishes also work well for the office or when you are 

on the go. The book also includes short sections on 

the nutritional benefits of specific foods.

Not only the fastest most delicious 
food you will have ever made, but 
also the healthiest!



The taste makes all the difference: 
the best grill recipes with beef, pork, 
lamb, poultry, and fish, and also 
vegetarian options!
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The best volume on grilling in 2016 in the 
German market

Solid stellar recipes for true charcoal grill fans

From the grill professional Angelo Menta 
(Bold and Fearless at the Stove and Smoke Signals)

A grilling book that sets new standards!

We rented a house at an artists retreat for six months 

so that our author and grill expert Angelo Menta 

would have a place where he, along with many hun-

gry food tasters, could test and optimize hundreds 

of grill recipes for his new cookbook. The result is 

a big grilling book with a clear strategy. The food is 

grilled exclusively over charcoal, all of the ingredi-

ents are easy to find in German stores, and the book 

was written without any input from a large manu-

facturer. This is how a typical Angelo Menta grilling 

book came into being, one that relies on solid, clearly 

described grill expertise and explains not only how 

to grill successfully, but also the principles behind 

the instructions. All of the recipes are simple, easy to 

understand, and interspersed with interesting infor-

mation about the products. The recipes selected 

show that good grilling isn’t the result of maximum 

effort, the most expensive ingredients, and fancy 

equipment, but rather simply doing the right thing 

at the right time and enjoying great events with deli-

cious food and friends and guests.

ON THE GRILL 
The Best Recipes, Tips, 
and Techniques for the 
Charcoal Grill

Author Angelo Menta
Photos Hubertus Schüler and 
Justyna Krzyzanowska
344 pages, 272 photos, format 
23.5 × 28 cm, (9.3 × 11 inches), 
hardcover with dust jacket

EUR 29.95 (D)
ISBN 978-3-95453-074-8, 
DP: March 2016



A fountain of youth in a glass: 
smoothies and sorbets that will make 
you healthy
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And blend ... and finished!

Do you want to eat a healthy diet, but don’t want to 

cook? If so, then this book is a true find with extra 

fast and healthy drinks and ice cream flavors that 

are also rich in superfoods. In just a few steps, quar-

tered and blended, your smoothie or sorbet is ready 

to go and offers just as much, if not more, than other 

healthy foods.

Attila Hildmann, the most famous German vegan 

chef and most successful German cookbook author 

in the last few years, can no longer imagine living 

without a blender or ice cream maker. All of these 

recipes, created by the vegan superstar who helped 

superfoods make a breakthrough in Germany, can 

be made in less than 10 minutes, most even much 

quicker. Rounded off with delicious flavors and just 

the right spices, when it comes to health and taste, 

his smoothies are in a class of their own. With his 

fast ice cream and parfait creations, he has created 

sweets so healthy that parents can finally be happy 

and not worry when their kids want some more ice 

cream. And the environment and the animal world 

can also rest easy because Attila Hildmann has once 

again created a collection of recipes completely free 

of animal products.

From the most successful cookbook author 
in Germany over the last three years

The hot topics smoothies and superfoods 
in one book

With the best healthy ice cream flavors 
made from fruits and superfoods

VEGAN SMOOTHIES, 
SHAKES, AND ICE CREAM
Superfoods in their most 
delicious form from best-seller 
chef Attila Hildmann

Author Attila Hildmann 
Photos Hubertus Schüler and  
Justyna Krzyzanowska 
approx. 144 pages, approx. 90 photos,  
format 19 × 24 cm (7.5 × 9.5 inches), hardcover

EUR 16.95 (D)
ISBN 978-3-95453-121-9, 
DP: April 2016



The cookbook from one of the most experi-
enced female vegan chefs

Delicious, modern, and stress-free vegan 
cuisine that is perfect for young women

Recipes that fit perfectly into your daily life 
and improve your health

Just simply delicious

In Love with Vegan is an ambitious project that is an 

expression of the author’s love for vegan cuisine. 

Dimi Nacos has been cooking vegan dishes and 

developing professional recipes for twelve years, 

long before eating vegan became popular. Her father 

is a professional Greek chef and she was practically 

born with a cooking spoon in her hand. With short 

anecdotes and a sense of humor, Dimi leads read-

ers through her vegan world. She cooked alongside 

Attila Hildmann for many years and developed her 

own personal style, one that women, in particular, 

are very fond of.

The approximately 80 recipes are a blend of Medi-

terranean and fusion cuisine and include new rendi-

tions of vegan classics as well as brand-new creations. 

Though there are some exotic ingredients, it is primar-

ily legumes and local vegetables that find expression 

in these simple artistic recipes. Stress-free enjoyment 

is the focus of all of the recipes; you’ll have options 

such as sinfully delicious Chocolate Mug Cakes and a 

Superfood Bowl for those healthy indulgence days. 

No matter whether a vegan garden party, a romantic 

candlelight dinner, or an easy breakfast fit for a career 

woman, fans of vegan cuisine will find inspiring new 

recipes for every occasion.

IN LOVE WITH VEGAN
Light, Healthy, Temptingly 
Delicious—Recipes for 
Every Day

Author Dimitria Nacos
Photos Klaus Arras
approx. 192 pages, approx.  
85 photos, format 23.5 × 28 cm  
(9.3 × 11 inches), hardcover  
with dust jacket

EUR 24.95 (D)
ISBN 978-3-95453-099-1, 
DP: April 2016
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Dimi’s style of vegan cuisine: 
amazing everyday cooking that just 
happens to be vegan



Incredibly inspiring ideas for your 
next party: vegetarian buffet 
highlights
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Two popular cookbook topics in one book: 
party food and vegetarian cuisine

From the successful vegetarian series 
Hearty Vegetarian

Inspiring buffet highlights that will also 
delight nonvegetarians

There are no longer parties without vegetarians!

This new book by the renowned author and award 

recipient Anne-Kathrin Weber is filled with the most 

amazing vegetarian recipes for all of your special 

occasions. You can turn your party into a culinary 

experience with snacks that even “hardcore” meat 

eaters will appreciate. This is a book with many prac-

tical suggestions, tips, and original ideas. Inviting 

people over has never been so much fun. 

No matter whether finger food, salads, soups, pizzas, 

or quiche, each dish, spicy or sweet, is exquisite, tastes 

delicious, and is also a real treat for the eyes, thanks 

to Wolfgang Schardt’s outstanding recipe photos. 

Everything is simple to prepare and arrange—either 

for a larger cocktail party or a more casual, relaxed 

evening with friends, colleagues, or family.

The party snacks work well for many occasions and 

can also be combined to make a great buffet. Now 

you can look forward to party fun without party 

stress—with vegetarian recipes that the guests just 

won’t be able to resist.

PARTY AND 
FINGER FOOD
Hearty Vegetarian

Author Anne-Katrin Weber
Photos Wolfgang Schardt
192 Seiten, 96 photos, format 
23.5 × 28 cm, (9.3 × 11 inches), 
hardcover with dust jacket

EUR 29.95 (D)
ISBN 978-3-95453-098-4, 
DP: March 2016



Young people think, buy, cook, and 
enjoy differently. And that’s why 
they will want this cookbook!
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The first book by the up-and-comer in the circle 
of young German chefs: Jan-Philipp Cleusters

At age 23, already a popular chef for large galas 
as well as for advertising partners for major 
kitchen manufacturers

Great  and easy recipes, not just for young  people 
living in shared apartments and student housing

Cook well right from the start

Modern cuisine is different. It doesn’t require 

expensive appliances or special equipment and is 

based on simple ingredients that are artistically com-

bined with small surprises. It is fast and simple so 

you don’t have to keep checking the recipe. And it 

depends on teamwork when it comes to chopping 

vegetables and washing dishes. This cuisine rarely 

requires a kitchen scale or measuring cups; it is intui-

tive and really focuses on the essential aspects. Serv-

ing drinks alongside is just as important, and cooking 

itself becomes an event—with friends before the 

party, after the party, or just whenever it fits.

Jan-Philipp Cleusters is a talented chef who has 

trained in some of the best kitchens around. And he 

is now a favorite of many event organizers and the 

media. With this book, Cleusters wanted to show 

that cooking is also something for people his age who 

otherwise might just cook noodles for days on end. 

His trendy recipe ideas and unconventional cooking 

style are perfect, not just for young people in shared 

apartments and student housing, but also for every-

one who likes to cook. People love his direct style of 

cooking because it always sounds really good and 

tastes delicious but is never complicated.

THE MOST MODERN 
COOKBOOK EVER
F***, It’s Easy—Simple 
Cooking without a Scale, 
Measuring Cups, or the Like

Author Jan-Philipp Cleusters
Photos Justyna Krzyzanowska
192 pages, 123 photos, format  
23.5 × 28 cm, (9.3 × 11 inches),
hardcover with dust jacket

EUR 24.95 (D)
ISBN 978-3-95453-097-7, 
DP: March 2016
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With easy-to-understand design 
details and garden plans

Garden 1, plan

After

After

Before

Before

Before After

Great practical advice for everyone who 
wants to create a new garden

Very successful garden book author and 
award-winning garden designer

Perfect for professional garden planners 
and architects

Perfectly Planning Modern Gardens

The desire to have a beautiful garden is still alive 

today. But those who try to design their perfect gar-

den quickly discover that only a well-thought-out plan 

can lead to a truly beautiful design. In this book, the 

renowned author and landscape architect Manuel 

Sauer shows how holistic garden architecture works 

in practice. Using his own projects, some of which 

have received international awards, he leads his read-

ers through the design process from the first garden 

visit up to the completion of the perfect dream garden.

Before and after. What was the original condition 

of the garden area, what were the clients’ wishes, 

and why was this specific design created? Manuel 

Sauer presents impressive beautiful leisure gardens 

featuring a variety of styles and elements. The estab-

lished garden architect explains his original plans and 

reveals a lot of practical details.

Using brilliant image material, some of the best gar-

den photographers put Sauer’s distinctive gardens in 

the spotlight and skillfully emphasize the high quality 

design of the projects presented.

BEFORE AND AFTER 
GARDENS
Properly Planning Modern 
Gardens

Author Manuel Sauer
Photos Jürgen Becker, Volker Michael, 
and Manuel Sauer
192 pages, 159 photos, 
format 23.5 × 28 cm (9.3 × 11 inches),
hardcover with dust jacket 
 
EUR 39.95 (D)
ISBN 978-3-95453-044-1, 
DP: March 2016



Successor of Gardens and Terraces—The Big 
Idea Book (25,000 copies sold)

Great practical ideas for every size garden
 
With a lot of practical background informa-
tion for each of the individual projects

Artistic details and small solutions

It is the individual components and structures, the 

garden elements, that define the garden as a whole 

and create a unity from surface and space. When 

planned with care and finesse, the small things 

enhance the design, function, and mood. Artistic 

details and skillful arrangements form the basis of 

the designs presented in this idea book with a view 

to the larger picture. From beautiful photos to prac-

tical advice, here you will find detailed answers to all 

of your questions about garden design. Sometimes 

amazing and surprising, sometimes simple and ele-

gant, occasionally breathtaking, but always phenom-

enal and outstanding in design and function.

Whether describing attractive planting solutions, 

clever privacy protection, functional shading, distinc-

tive walkways, exclusive outdoor living styles, chic 

and trendy, or solidly traditional, each of the elements 

described here truly shine in themselves. Planned 

with charming design and a keen sense for spatial 

relationships and carried out with expert craftsman-

ship, these are the essence of great garden design. 

With excellent photographs and professional texts 

and with suggestions and inspiration, Garden Ideas—

Accents for Small and Large Gardens provides the 

expertise and attention to detail that allow you to use 

small solutions to create a stylish garden design.

GARDEN IDEAS
Accents for Small and 
Large Gardens

Author Lars Weigelt
Photos Marianne Majerus and  
Jürgen Becker
240 pages, 143 photos,  
format 23.5 × 28 cm, (9.3 × 11 inches), 
hardcover with dust jacket

EUR 29.95 (D)
ISBN 978-3-95453-054-0, 
DP: February 2016
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Bit by bit to bring about the 
perfect garden paradise!



Nothing increases the possibilities 
for relaxation in your own garden 
more than water.
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Exhilarating. Calming. Inspiring.

No garden is perfect without water. Playful, elegant, 

classic or modern, architecturally ambitious or close 

to nature—no other design element can take as many 

forms as water. And yet it always holds surprises for 

designers and planners. Water gardens are the pinna-

cle of garden design. Since ancient times, water has 

held a great fascination for the powerful and creative. 

And even today, their gardens still represent the ulti-

mate in garden culture.

This book gives an overview of how water gardens 

are interpreted and designed today. Pristine water 

gardens with lush greenery, clear lines in architectural 

water gardens, inspiring examples of classic water 

features, and mysterious exotic gardens full of warmth 

and light—the magnificent photos of artistically land-

scaped gardens will inspire you to work with water. 

Every project is accompanied by an explanatory text 

that directs your attention to the essential elements. 

And, at the same time, occasionally brings a twinkle 

to your eye. Because designing with water is primar-

ily one thing: the pure delight of (water) gardening. 

This book is engaging in every respect. The examples 

included provide a collection of ideas for designing 

your own garden. Fountains—basins—natural swim-

ming pools, here size doesn’t matter. You only need 

awareness, patience, and the joy of experimenting to 

achieve great things. And small things. Immerse your-

self in the world of water gardens—this inspirational 

book can be your guide.

Volume 2 of the successful book Water in 
the Garden (10,000 copies sold)

Modern and stylish ideas for those with a 
discerning taste

From the water and pool specialist, technical 
author Jörg Baumhauer

WATER IN THE GARDEN 2—The Big Idea Book
Author Jörg Baumhauer Photos Marianne Majerus and Jürgen Becker 
216 pages, 94 photos, large format 30 × 24 cm, (9.3 × 11 inches), hardcover 
with dust jacket
 
EUR 49.95 (D), ISBN 978-3-95453-064-9, DP: February 2016
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BECKER JOEST VOLK VERLAG GMBH & CO. KG
Bahnhofsallee 5
40721 Hilden • Germany
www.bjvv.de • info@bjvv.de
Tel. +49 2103 90788-0
Fax  +49 2103 90788-28

FOREIGN RIGHTS
 
Worldwide with exception of the English- 
language and Asian markets 
INTERNATIONAL LICENSING AGENCY 
Manuela Kerkhoff 
mk@manuela-kerkhoff.de 
www.manuela-kerkhoff.de

English-language markets
Peter Dombrowski
peter.dombrowski@icloud.com

Eastern Europe
LIVIA STOIA LITERARY AGENCY
Livia Stoia
livia.stoia@liviastoiaagency.ro 
www.liviastoiaagency.ro
 
Rest of the world
BECKER JOEST VOLK VERLAG 
Valerie Mayer
vm@bjvv.de 
www.bjvv.de


